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Improving Estimates for Differential Operators
in Two Independent Variables
By

Humio SUZUKI*
§ 1. Introduction
Let P(x9 D) be a differential operator of order m with C°°
coefficients defined in an open subset O, of Rn. We shall say that
an improving estimate for P holds in H, if the following condition
is fulfilled :
For every compact set K in fl, there exists a positive number
P>0 such that

where \\u\\s is the norm of the space Hs [_!, §2.4].
In this paper we shall study conditions for the validity of improving estimates, when the number of independent variables is two.
We denote the principal symbol of P(x, D) by p(x, £).
define the kth commutator Cp(x, £) of p(x, £) by induction :
CP(X> £) = P(%9 £) 9 the complex conjugate of p(x, |) ,

ct(x, f) = o, cr1] ,

where [^, ^] is the Poisson bracket of p and q,
f-

9^,- 9^z- 9 1/

Let kp(x, ^) denote the first value of k for which Cp(x, ?)=j=0. If
c^(jr, f) vanishes for all values of k, we define ^(tf, f) to be oo.
Our main result is the following
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Theorem. Let P(x, D} be a differential operator with C°° coefficients defined in an open set £1 in the two dimensional space R2.
Assume that the real characteristics of P are simple, that is,
P(x> £) = 0 (^4=0) implies M^D^o for some i. Then the following
®Zi
is a sufficient condition for the validity of an improving estimate for
P in n:
(A) For every #efl, and every %^RZ (f=f=0), kp(x,^) is finite
and even.
If the coefficients of the principal part of P are analytic', (A) is
also a necessary condition for the improving estimate.
Remark. We can easily extend the results of this paper to
determined systems of differential operators of type (s, t) in the sense
of Douglis and Nirenberg for which the determinant of the principal
parts satisfies the hypothesis we have made in the case of one
equation. It is also clear that the results given here can be extended
to two-dimensional manifolds, since everything is invariant under
diffeomorphisms.
§ 2. Preliminaries
We shall first list some elementary facts concerning improving
estimates and the condition (A).
1°. The validity of an improving estimate is a local property.
Application of a partition of unity shows that an improving estimate
holds in H, if it is valid for some neighborhood of any point in O.
2°. From the invariance of the spaces Hs under diffeomorphisms,
it follows that the validity of an improving estimate is an invariant
property.
3°. Lower order terms are irrelevant for the validity of an
improving estimate.
4°. Since the values of the Poisson bracket do not depend on
the choice of local coordinates, the values of kp(x, £) are invariant
under a change of variables, and so is the condition (A).
5°. The validity of an improving estimate is equivalent to the
following conditions [2,'§§1.0 and 1.4].
(a) For every compact set K in O, there is a positive number
P>0 such that for every real number s, we have an estimate
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(b) For every compact set K in n, there is a positive number
P>0 such that for every real number s,
m_^

and Pu^Hs

implies

u^Hs+m_1+P.

(c) For every relatively compact open set w in fl, there is a
positive number p>0 such that for every real number s,
u^gyfa)

and Pu^Hlsoc(a>) implies MeJE/"i < f m _ 1+p (G)) .

In particular,
«e^X(Il) and PweC°°(n) implies weC°°(n).
We shall now study the condition (A) for a product of operators.
The main point is the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. // p(x, f) #?zd #(#, £) tfr<? C°° functions of x
and f

(2.1)
//, m particular, q(x, 1)4=0,
Proof. The Poisson bracket [£, ^] satisfies the following
relation
Using this relation we have
Cp9=P9 =

CP* = PKl,
By induction, we see that the &th commutator ckpq of pq is a sum
of terms each of which is a product of k + 2 factors, and at least
one of the factors is equal to one of the quantities p, c°p, Cp> ••• ,Cp.
Hence Cp9 = Q, if k<kp(x, f). This proves the inequality (2.1).
Next assume that p(x, f) is a product
X*,?)-A(*, ?)-'-M*, ?).
If the real characteristics of p(x, f) are simple, then for every (x, % ),
there is at most one i such that pt (x, ?) = 0. Furthermore the real
characteristics of each pf(x, |) are simple.
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Proposition 2. 2. Assume that the real characteristics of p(x, f )
are simple and p(xy t;)=p1(x, f) ••• p^(x9 £). Tfew £/z# condition (A)
holds for p, if and only if, for every iy the condition (A) holds for p{.
Proof. Necessity. For every f, and every (x9 £), pi(x9 f)=f=0 or
qt(x, f) = A - A-iA + i - A**0. If AC*, f)*0, then kPi(x, |) - 0. If
?,-(#, £) =1=0, then, by Prop. 2.1, kpg(x, %) = kp(x, %). Hence, in either
case, kp.(x9 |) is finite and even.
Sufficiency. For every (x9 f), there is an i such that q-t(x, ?)=|=0.
By Prop. 2. 1, ^(^, g) = kp.(x9 |). Hence ^(#, f) is finite and even.
Since the problem is local, we need only consider what happens
in the neighborhood of a given point (XQ, y0) of £L From now on
we denote the variables by jc, y, £, 77 instead of jtr, f . After a change
of variables, we may assume that the coefficient of %m in p(x9 y ; |, ^)
does not vanish in a neighborhood of ^o^jo^O. If the real characteristics of p are simple, we can write, in a neighborhood of
0 = (0,0),
(2.2)

/> = A - A t f , A = ?-x,-(^^.

Here x,.(^, 3^) are C°° functions such that x,-(^> jO^^/fo ^) if ^^ an(i
^ is an elliptic polynomial of degree m— ^ with C°° coefficients. If
the coefficients of p are analytic, the coefficients of p{ and # are
also analytic.
§ 3. Sufficiency of the Condition (A) i Reduction to
the First Order Case
Let P(x,y;Dx9Dy) be a differential operator of order m with
simple real characteristics defined in a neighborhood fl of O. Here
Dx = d/dx, Dy = d/dy. We assume that pfayi&y) has the form
(2. 2). If the condition (A) holds for p9 then it also holds for each p£.
We shall show in this section that an improving estimate holds for
P in H, if it is valid for each pi(x, y\Dx9 Dy}.
We denote by n the product of the polynomials p19 ••• ,p^\

n(*f j> ; f, ?) = A - A* = P A=l
For ^eC^(O), let U(x9 y) be the vector valued function with com-
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ponents uk(x, y) = D%~lD%~ku(x, y), k = l, • • • , ^ . If we write F for
(0, -•• ,0, Tl(x, y\ Dx, Dy)u\ and if A denotes the matrix of entries
0«j = l if y = *-fl, 0/ij=— 0[*_j+1 and remaining ones equal zero, then
we have
DxU-ADyU=F.
Let N' be the matrix with entries n/ij = \]~l. Then, since the Xzare all distinct, N' is nonsingular. If we denote by A the diagonal
matrix with entries xf- in the main diagonal, then NA = AN with
N=(N')~1. Hence, setting V=NU, we have
Dx V- j^Dy V= NF+ (DXN- ADyN) U .
M-

We use the notation ||£/||J = 2 ll w *ll?- If
A=l

an

improving estimate

is valid for each pf , then for every compact set K in n, there is a
p>0 such that

Since \\U\\S is equivalent to ||F||S for U^C%(KY> we have, with a
new constant C,

When MeCS°(/T), ||C7||, is equivalent to ||^|| M ,_ 1+S , hence
(3. 1)

ll«lU- 1+ p^C(||n«|| 0 + \\u\\r_j ,

u<=CZ(K) .

Since the operator q(x, y ; D,, D^) is elliptic of order m— /^, we have
(3.2)

iwlL-x+p^Cdl^lU.^p + I W L ^ ) ,

«eC?(/JT).

Combining (3. 1) and (3. 2),

Since n^ — Pis an operator of order ^m— 1, we obtain an improving
estimate for P.
§ 4. Sufficiency of the Condition (^4) : The First Order Case
Let P be a first order differential operator of the form
P = Ds-\(x9y)Dy,
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where \(x, y) is a C°° function in a neighborhood of O. We have
to prove that an improving estimate holds, if P satisfies the condition (A).
We shall first bring the differential operator to a suitable form.
It is possible to introduce new local coordinates in a neighborhood
of O, so that the operator takes the form

P=a(x,y)(Ds+ib(x,y)Dy),
where a(x, y) is a non-vanishing complex valued C°° function, and
b (x, y) is a real-valued C°° function [4]. Since k p ( x , y \ Z j " n ) is
invariant under multiplication of P by a non-vanishing function,
we may suppose that P has the form

(4.1)

P=Dx + ib(x,y)Dy,

where b(x, y) is a real-valued C°° function defined in a neighborhood

n={(*,.y) *\, \y\<s0) of o.

For the differential operator P of the form (4. 1), ckp becomes

where cjk are C°° functions depending on b(x9y).
kp(x, y) the first value of k such that

If we denote by

then the condition (A) is equivalent to the following condition :
(A7) At every point (x, y) of fi, kp(x, y) is finite and even.
It follows therefore that, if the condition (A) holds, the sign of the
function b(x, y) does not vary with x and y. We may thus suppose

that b(x,y)^Q.
Now we shall construct a left parametrix for the differential
operator P of the form (4. 1). Let E be an integral operator
(4. 2)

(£/)(*', /) = J *(*', y ; x, y}f(x, y}dxdy

with the kernel
(4. 3)
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It follows from (A') that e is a C°° function outside the diagonal in

nxn.
For simplicity we write X and dX instead of (x, y) and dxdy.
Proposition 4. 1. If o) is a sufficiently small neighborhood of
O, then for every p, Q^p<(kp(Q, O)^-!)"1, there is a constant Mp such
that
(4.4)

sup(

(4. 4)'

sup (

xe« Jo

jfew Jw

e(X' ; X)

Furthermore, for every p, O^p^l, there is a constant Np such that
if X, X', X"<=a>9 we have
(4.5)

Proof. If we set x/ = xjrsy y/=yjrt, we have

b(z,
We can write b(z, y + /) — b(z, y) = a(z, y, t)t, where a is a real-valued
C°° function, so that

Hence there is a constant C such that

where we have written
B(s,x,y)= (X+S b(z, y}dz .
J x

If we set x=y=Q, we have
5(5,0,0) - [*b(z,Q)dz.
Jo

Hence 5(5,0,0) has a zero of order exactly k-\-I at s = Q, where
k = kp(Q, 0). It follows from the preparation theorem for differentiable
functions [3] that for sufficiently small \s , x\, \t\, say <8,
B(s, x, y) = C(s, x, y)D(s, x, y)
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where C(s, x, y) is a non- vanishing C°° function, and D(s, x, y) is a
distinguished polynomial in 5 of degree & + 1 with coefficients C°°
functions of x and y.l)
Now we have for every X=(x,y) in o>= {(#, j) |#|, |j|<S/2},

(4.6)
«

-SJ-S

dsdt
<cl+Pf6 f8
J-*J-»
< C i + P 2 _ f s _rfs_

if

j-«fi'

0

If ^(x, y}, ••• , vk+1(x, y) are the roots of the polynomial D(s, x, y),
we have

ds
Hence, using Holder's inequality, we obtain

fs

ds

J-8
If (k + T)p<l, these integrals are convergent.

••«

Furthermore

ds

Hence the left hand side of (4. 6) is estimated by a constant independent of X=(x9y) in «. The inequality (4.4) with p = 0 follows
from (4.4) with p>0. The proof of (4.4) is complete. The proof
of (4.4)7 is similar to that of (4.4).
In order to prove the inequality (4. 5), we observe that
/

(4.7)

w'

1

<£const|fi/-«;"|1 p ( —1
w"
\ w

l+P

|

1

4- —
w"

ll+PN.

)
)

for every p, O^gpfgl, and any two non-zero complex numbers wr and
w", as is easily verified. We shall set w/ = e~1(X/; X\ w" = e-\X" ; X)
in (4. 7). Since
1) The use of the preparation theorem was suggested by Prof. Y. Kato.
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there is a constant C such that | w'-w" \ ^C\ X'-X" \ if X, Z', Z"eEa>,
and this proves the inequality (4. 5).
Proposition 4.2. For every p, 0<p <(kp(Q, O)^-!)'1, £fere is a
constant C such that

have used the notation

Proof. By a well known inequality it follows from (4.4) and
(4.4X with p = Q that

where we have written u=Ef.
Next we choose p' so that p < p' <(kp(0,Q) + l)'1.
from (4.5) with p = p'

We obtain

| u(X'} - u(X") | ^ N/ 1 X' - X" |p/ ( | e(JT' ; X) | 1+p/

If we set J7(XO = j I e(X' ; X) \1+p/ \f(X) \ dX, we have
| u(X') - u(X") \2\X'-X"\-2-2!>
^2N2/(U2(X'} + U\X")} X'-X" | -2+2c<"Integrating over &>x«, we obtain

u(X')-u(X")\z\X'-X"\-2-^dX'dX"
X' - X" | -2+^'U2(X')dX' .
Since p 7 >p, the first integral is finite. From (4.4) and (4. 4)7 with
p = p' it follows that
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This completes the proof of Proposition 4. 2.
Proposition 4. 3. E is a left parametrix for P in the following
sense :
There exists a constant C such that
\\\EPu-u\\\p^C\\u\\Q,
Proof.

We use the following identity
d(vu( — ibdx + dy)} = (v*Pu — *

where *P is the formal transpose of P,
*P= -Dx-ibDy-i(Dyb).
Substituting e(x'9 / ; x, y) for v(x, y) and using Stokes formula, we
obtain, for every
(4. 8)

J e(X' ; X)-Pu(X)dX

e(Xf ; Jf

-lim
8^0

= J 'P(X, Dx)e(Xf ; Jt)-w

J^

where rs is the contour of the square x — x'\ ^8, \y—yf\ ^£.
First we shall show that the second term on the right hand side
of (4.8) is equal to u(X'). Since
(2mY'dx log e-\X' ; X) = (2xi)-le(X' ; X)dxe-\X' ; X)
we see that
(4. 9)

-e(X'\ X)u(X}( - ib(x, y}dx + dy)
= (27tiru(X^dx log e-\X' ; X) + e(X
-u(x', y*)b(x, y'}}dx-(u(x, y)-(u(x
C*/
Since I 6(2:, y'}dz is a strictly monotone decreasing function of x9
Jx

when X describes FE in the positive direction, e~1(X/ ; X) describes
a rectangle on the complex plane turning around the origin in the
positive direction. Hence the integral over rg of the first term on
the right hand side of (4. 9) is equal to w(X x )- The integral of the
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second term can be estimated by a constant times

dt
^ 4£(1 + log (£fe/+1 + £) - log £*'+

where k' = kp(x', /), (da-f = (dx¥ + (dyf. Hence we see that, as £->0,
this integral tends to 0.
Set Ru = EPu — u. We have proved that
') = J 'PCX, Dx)e(X' ; X} • u(X)dX ,

u e C?(o>).

Now we have to prove that |||l?«|||p^C||M||0, MeCr(co). The kernel
of R is
(4. 10)

'PCX, Z^)e(X' ; X) = 2n(b(x, y) - b(x, f})e\X' ; X)
-i(Dyb)(X,y)e(X';X).

We shall denote the first term on the right hand side of (4. 10) by
r^X' ; X) and the second by r2(X' ; X). It follows from Proposition
4.2 that HMIp^CIMI,, «eCo(o>).
We need an inequality of the type (4. 5) for rl . If we set
i/=27f(b(x,y)-b(x,y')-), v"=27t(b(x,y}-b(x, y")\ w' = e'\X'; X), and
w"=e-\X" ; X), we see that if X, X',

Now we have
w"ri

w'
"

' —

-

w" w"2

w"2

If \w'-w"\^\w"\, then \w"\^2\w'\ and
(4.11)

jr.CX'; X^-r^X" ; X) \ ^±C *=!—£•
w"

If \w'—w"\ ~^-%\w"\, then \w' :S3|M/ —w" and
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| r£K'; X) - r,(X"

;X}\^

w'\

\w"\

From (4.11) and (4.12), it follows that, for every p, O^p^l, there
is a constant jVp' such that if X, X' J£"e&>, we have
\r,(X' ; X)-^*" ; X)\^N,'\X'-X"\'(\e(X'

; *)|1+p+ |*(X" ; X)

Hence, by using the arguments given in Proposition 4.2,

This completes the proof of Proposition 4. 3.
Since \\\u\\\, is equivalent to \\u\\, (0<s<l, u^Co(R2)) [1, §2.6],
it follows from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 that for every p,
(kp(Q, 0) + 1)"1, there is a constant C such that

This proves the sufficiency of the condition (A).
§ 5. Necessity of the Condition (A)
Let P(x9y;Dx,Dy) be a differential operator of order m with
simple real characteristics defined in a neighborhood O of O. Assume
that p(x, y ; f , 17) has the form (2. 2) and that, in addition, the coefficients of p(x, y^j'n) are analytic. Hence the coefficients \i(x, y}
are also analytic.
Suppose that the condition (A) does not hold for p. Then it
follows from Proposition 2. 2 that, for some i, (A) does not hold for
pi , that is, there is a point (XQ , y0) in H such that kp.(x0 , jy0) is either
finite and odd, or infinite. We proved in [5] that there exists then,
in a neighborhood co of O, a solution u^C1(co) of p;U = Q which is not
in C°°(co). Let s0 be the supremum of 5 such that u^Hl°c(c£>). Since
co), s0 is finite. The operator P can be written in the form

where Q and R are differential operators of order m — 1.
PiU = Q, we have Pu = Ru. Hence, for every p>0,

Since
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and «$#i°5.Ci/2)p(a>)- It follows from §2, 5°, (c) that an improving
estimate does not hold for P. We have thus proved the necessity
of the condition (A).
Remark. When there is a point (x, y ; £, 17) such that kp(x, y ; £, ??)
is finite and odd, then we need only assume that the coefficients of
p are C°° functions [4].
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Note added in proof (February 17, 1970): After this paper was
accepted for publication, the author became aware of the fact that
Ju. V. Egorov announced in Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Tom 188 (1699),
No. 1, a solution of the problem for pseudodifferential operators in
any number of independent variables. However, the method of proof
in this paper is entirely different from his.

